
Morning Literacy – March 30th – April 1st 

As we have no Friday session this week, there won’t be an official Big Write writing 

task but I will put in some Big Write preparation and talk time tasks into the three 

days we have this week. I will then set an unofficial Big Write writing task for later in 

the week; it is entirely up to you if you would like to do this task with your child. 

The Big Write task for this week will be: 

What is in your garden? Can you see any signs of spring? Can you find out about 

any bugs and flowers that you see?  

You may just want to focus on one thing eg insects or an area of particular interest for 

the finding out part of the task. 

Monday - March 30th  (Big Write prep.). 

Have a look in your garden or outdoor space and make a list of what you can see. You 

can make your list by drawing and labelling what you see. You may need to ask someone 

at home to help you write words to copy if they are hard. However it is also important 

for you to try the words yourselves first, even if it’s just the first sound of the word. 

When you have finished your list, you should have a good collection of words and 

pictures, ready for your Big write task later this week. Are there any insects or 

flowers on your list? 

 

Tuesday – March 31st – phonics 

Phoneme/grapheme – ur  (If you refer back to the Parents Overview planning document 

for this term, you will see that I am postponing ay and oy and bringing forward ur). 

The u and the r join to make one sound – ur. When two letters join to make one sound 

we call it a digraph. Practise forming this digraph in your book – I suggest two rows of 

ur digraphs. 

Formation – u – down, round, up, back down and flick, r – down, back up and round. 

Practise writing the digraph in any media you like. 

Can you think of any words with ur in them? Make a list of ur words with someone at 

home. 

Can you make a collection of purple objects? Can you make the colour purple? 

Can you find any curved objects? 

Have a go at writing a label for each object you have collected or draw and label 

pictures in your book.  

I will make a video to accompany the teaching of this sound. 

 

 

 



Wednesday – April 1st – Phonics 

Using your knowledge of phonics to blend and read words.  

Use this knowledge to read and choose a sentence to copy, using correct writing 

formation. 

Use at least two of my sentences to read and copy. You will need to ask someone at 

home to write out the sentences for you to choose from. Then draw a picture to 

illustrate the sentence. Then you think of some good sentences to describe things in 

your garden and ask someone at home to write your sentences. You can then read the 

sentences, by yourself if you can  and then copy and illustrate them.  

My sentences: Choose 1 or 2 depending on blending and reading ability. 

 

1 A red flower. 

2 A flower with shiny red petals. 

 

1 Lots of buds. 

2 Lots of buds on the rose bush. 

 

1 A black ant. 

2 A tiny black ant on the path. 

 

1 A bee buzzing. 

2 A bee buzzing next to the honeysuckle. 

 

1 A yellow flower. 

2 Flowers with long stems. 

 

1 A branch blowing. 

2 Branches with leaves blowing in the wind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Big Write – writing task - unofficial 

 

Write sentences about the things that are in your garden/outdoor space. If you’ve 

been able to find out about an insect or flower, then write some sentences about this 

too. Some sentence openers could be: 

I can see/There is/are 

Eg I can see red tulips in my garden.  

 There is a blossom tree in my garden. 

I can see a black ant on the path/slabs. It is an insect and it has six legs. 

 

(In class I write sentence openers on separate pieces of paper and mini-

whiteboards. These are available for the children to read and choose if they need 

to. Otherwise they can write their own if they feel able to). 

 

I know that you can all write ‘I can’ so this would be a good way to start your sentences. 

You may need to write some hard words too so have a go, even if it’s just the first 

sound that you write, then ask someone at home to write the word for you to look at 

and copy.  

Draw pictures to show what your sentences are about. 

Look at the list of words and pictures you made on Monday morning when you were 

looking to see what’s in your garden. This word list will be very helpful for you 

now.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


